
 

Each kid is different. But sometimes we can unintentionally stunt our teen by pressuring them to be like their sibling. Spend some time in  

reflection and prayer considering what giftings Jesus may have given your teen. Look for ways to encourage the use of those gifts. 

 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS AND SPOILS OF WAR |  WK2 
 

THE TEXT | Ephesians 4:7-11 

PLAY | GIFTED| Give every one a small stack of index cards or post it notes. Instruct every one to make a note, one for 
everyone in the group/family, that simply says You are good at ______________. LEAD IN: Use this activity not only to 
encourage each other, but also to introduce the idea that through Jesus, God has given us each a gift of grace to serve 
others with.     
 

SHARE  |   
 What is something you are naturally good at? 
 If you had to guess, what would you say your spiritual gift is? 
 

DISCUSS |Read Ephesians 4:7-10 
 What stands out to you? 
 What does it reveal about God? 
 What does this tell us about our nature? 
 What do you like/dislike about this verse? 
 What do you need to do about  
 this truth this week? 
Use the above questions to discuss any of  today’s Scriptures. 
 
 
 

PRAY | 
Who is someone that you are at odds with? Pray for them by name.  

WAYS TO USE THIS CUE   
1. IN THE CARE | Pick a few questions or quotes to spark 

conversation. 
2. 1 ON 1 | Take your teen to breakfast use it as a guide 

for discipleship.  
3. AS A FAMILY | Lead the whole family thru “PLAY/

SHARE/DISCUSS/PRAY.” 
4. DO YOUR OWN THING | You know your teens, adjust 

it to fit their level and needs.  

PARENT CUE 

 PARENT CHECK |      

 

  UNIFIEDDIVERSITY  
WHATDOESTHISMEAN? 

JESUS HAS GIVEN EACH 
OF US A....   
  
 

WALK THROUGH THESE VARIOUS GIFTS FROM 
JESUS THAT WORK AGAINST HUMAN NATURE. 
WHICH ONES DO YOU FEEL JESUS HAS GIVEN 
YOU. HOW CAN YOU DEVELOP IT FURTHER?. 
 

GREED  -> GENEROSITY 
FEAR -> FAITH 
LIES   -> TEACHING 
CONFUSION -> DISCERNMENT 
MANIPULATION -> LEADERSHIP 
SELFISHNESS -> SERVING 
FOOLISHNESS  -> WISDOM 
RAGE  -> PATIENCE 
SLANDER  -> ENCOURAGEMENT 
CRUELTY  -> MERCY 
 

 GIFT OF GRACE 

 

 

 

Saving Grace VS Serving Grace 
TALKABOUTIT 


